Dear Mr. Nagrani,

I am in receipt of your letter of September 28 relative to IBM’s recognition of the Sections A & B of the Associate Membership Examination of the Institution of Engineers (India).

We certainly recognise the status of the students who have qualified under Section A & B in the IBM Calcutta Branch Office. I am forwarding your letter along with a copy of the letter from Mr. Joga Rao to Mr. P. D. Chance, Director of Marketing for the IBM India Region. Mr. Chance will look into the subject and will answer your letter directly relative to New Delhi and IBM locations other than Calcutta.

Please accept our apologies for your inconvenience in this regard and you may be sure that if there is any misunderstanding in any IBM location in India, it will certainly be corrected straightway.

Sincerely yours,

O. P. Mehra
Branch Manager
I.I.P.

---

Our Ref: 22.00.000/7536

Dr. S K. Khanna, FIE
Hony. Secretary
The Institution of Engineers (India)
Roorkee Sub-Centre
University Campus, Roorkee (U.P.)

Dear Sir,

We thank you for your letter No. RSC/IE/73/St.Chapter dated 13.3.73.

As regards your query on the subject of privileges, etc. to those passing Section A & B of AMIE, we are to say that they are considered equal to Graduates in Engineering from Indian Universities for selection to all posts of this Institute for which applications from persons with engineering qualifications are invited.

Thanking you,

Yours faithfully,

B. Garudadwajan
Scientist, Co-ordination & Information Division

Indian Institute of Petroleum
Dated: 23.4.1973